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i Qiran Sanl, Sam Sahib i Qiran, and Sahib i QiranI3 is found on coins of the following emperors and claimants : Shah Jahan, Shah Shuja', Murad Bakfash, Shah ' Alam Bahadur, JahandSr Shah, Shah Jahan II, Muhammad Shahs 'Alamglr II, Shall 'Alam II, and Akbar II. On a rupee from Tatta mint of Farrakhsiyar, which is still unique, this emperor's usual 'alamat of ^j j js& »liol» * emperor of sea and land3, is replaced by the remarkable title of ^\j$ t^U eJU 'third lord of the conjunctions '.
Headers requiring further information are referred to Dr. G, P. Taylor's paper 1 On the Symbol " Sahib i Qiran" 3 in the fourteenth Numismatic Supplement to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal > 1910, from which the above Note has been taken.
(j~j& pfcj,a    legal dirham (drachm).
According to the Muhammadan Law, a property owner must possess assets of the value of 200 dirhams before he becomes liable to the tax of SlSj (alms). Taking the value of the dirham to be that fixed by the Khalifa 'Umr (Omar), ten of these dirhams are equivalent to seven misqala* Such a dirham is called a legal dirham, and it seems that Aurangzeb had specimen coins made of the original value so that his subjects might know what a dirham actually was, and might be assessed to alms strictly on the basis of the ancient law-books.
* The amount of income or property subject to the tax of mMt (alms) is called a i^US . A nisab may consist of flocks, chattels, money 3 &c. A nisab of silver is equivalent to 200 dirhams. Every ten of these dirhams must weigh seven misqdls, L e. 1 dirham = -^ misqal ( Jll^L*). Such a dirham is called a legal
The above Note was communicated to me by Mr. J. Allan. The passage was translated by Mr. A. S. Fulton of the British Museum from Kuhustanf s J&mi'at Rumuzy and is quoted in Sprenger's Dictionary of Technical Terms.
According to the above data, the weight of a legal dirham is 44-6 grains.
Other words and phrases, the Persian coin couplets, and the denominational epithets, are translated and explained in the Introduction and in the Catalogue proper,

